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FEATURE    WORKING WITH A DISABILITY

Dr Mandy Price (Barts Health NHS Trust) tells her personal story of what's it like to work 
in medical physics with a disability, having received plenty of support from colleagues

F
IRST OF ALL, the title may be slightly misleading, but 
‘What‘s it like working in medical physics with a rare 
genetic bone condition that sometimes causes you no 
trouble, sometimes means you have to walk with elbow 
crutches and sometimes means you need to take long 

periods off  wor  for surgery  is a bit less snappy. econdly, PE  
recently reported that 1 in 20 members who completed the 2017 
e uality and diversity uestionnaire consider themselves disabled. 
 was not one of them. 

 am torn when it comes to describing myself as disabled, which 
ma es it diffi  cult for me to give a binary yes  or no  answer. 
Had there been the option of somewhat ,  would have gone for 
that.  probably should have said yes, as closer inspection of the 
defi nition of disability in the E uality ct  most li ely includes 
my situation. However, accepting this is a process – and perhaps 
one that m not uite ready for. ne further disclaimer   can only 
recount my own experience and make no claim to represent all 

Experience of working with a disability

people with disabilities, whatever the defi nition. ith all that in 
mind, here s one view of what it is li e wor ing in medical physics 
with a disability.

hen  was a Part  trainee wor ing in radiological physics in 
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust my mortality had yet to be 
tested.  was pretty active, cycling to wor  and a founding member 
of the Team irl Physics  relay team (which was fairly informal, but 
in  we were the second-fastest all-female team in the eeds Half 

arathon. orgive me for bragging). ou won t have bro en your 
hip , said the consultant after  was whis ed in an ambulance to 
Peterborough City Hospital after falling over on a train home from 

ondon.  was not in any of the right ris  groups for that. ctually, 
you have broken your hip and you have some tumours in your 
bone , the same consultant said after reviewing my -rays. h dear, 
 thought. This was a shoc . ( lthough hearing that  would get to 

have a CT,  and Tc- m bone scan did sound e citing – perhaps 
 still hadn t fully understood my situation.) 

Professor Stephen O'Connor (IPEM Fellowship Panel and Professional Conduct 
Committee) reminds members to periodically review this important code

IPEM Code of Professional and Ethical Conduct

THE UNIVERSAL ETHICAL CODE for scientists, ‘Rigour, 
Respect and Responsibility’, has been incorporated into 
our Code of Professional and Ethical Conduct, to which 
all members of IPEM are bound. The Institute’s code is 
available in full on the IPEM website. Members should 
revisit the code periodically as part of their continuing 
professional development. 

Our code comprises sections on:
n patients, clients and users;
n rigour, responsibility, honesty and integrity;
n respect for life, the law, colleagues and the public 

good;
n personal and professional life, and
n responsible communication: listening and informing.
The section on ‘Patients, clients and users’ states 
that their wellbeing, interests and dignity are always 
promoted and safeguarded. The Institute has produced 
two documents, ‘Guidelines for good practice: working 
for patients’ and ‘Equality policy’, which should be 
followed. Members must only examine and treat 

appropriately referred patients and not claim to be 
professionally qualifi ed to diagnose or treat injury. 
Members can only do this if requested by a medical 
practitioner or under an appropriate system of work.

Further sections of the code will be reviewed in 
forthcoming issues of Scope as a refresher. If you have 
any questions related to our code of professional and 
ethical conduct, please do not hesitate to contact me.

 Email any comments on this article to 
soconnor2223@yahoo.com
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I was pinned back together the next day and bone biopsies 
showed that  have fibrous dysplasia, a condition where instead of 
maturing into solid bone, affected bones remain at the immature 
fibrous stage, resulting in a wea er than normal bone. Cue  months 
on sic  leave and a lot of physiotherapy, followed by a phased return 
to wor . riginally,  thought that my time off would be an e cellent 
chance to get ahead with my training portfolio, but it turns out that 
recovering from surgery is uite e hausting (crutch wal ing is slow 
at first and putting on soc s ta es up a much larger proportion of 
your day when you can t bend to reach your feet) so productivity in 
terms of wor  output was low. 

Returning to work
 considered myself luc y to be an H  employee  with sic  pay, at 

least  didn t have to worry about my finances on top of everything 
else. y colleagues, supervisors and managers in eeds were 
e tremely supportive and thoughtful. (Than s again to whomever 
left a prosthetic hip on my des  for me to find when  returned to 
wor  – a much needed laugh!) ortunately,  was able to e tend 
my training contract by a few months to ma e up for the time d 
missed. The main challenge  had to overcome was not being able 
to carry e uipment or stand for e tended periods while  was using 
crutches, but this got easier as  recovered and gradually  returned 
to more-or-less doing everything  did at wor  before (although  
had a bit of a limp and had to hang up my trainers).

ast forward to when  had been a physicist in radiation safety 
at arts Health H  Trust for a couple of years, wor ing without 
any adjustments.  hadn t noticed at the time, but loo ing bac , my 
condition had been slowly getting worse.  was pregnant, so put my 
difficulties down to that and carried on. fter my son was born, 
 needed to use crutches to wal  and sitting from standing was 

sometimes difficult. fter seeing my consultant,  too  a deep breath 
and called my manager  ou now that m going to be away from 
the department for about a year on maternity leave  ell, when  
come bac ,  won t be able to do a lot of my job and m probably 
going to need a couple of operations when  come bac , both 
re uiring a few months  recovery time afterwards and  don t now 
when they ll be yet.  he too  it well and, as always, was supportive 
and practical. 

e did a ris  assessment and concluded that  should do mainly 
office wor  and if  did go out to -ray rooms,  should as  someone 
else to carry the test e uipment. This wor ed well as a short-term 
solution, but  was concerned about what  would do if my planned 
surgeries were not successful. y colleagues at arts were and 
continue to be incredibly considerate and helpful.  was grateful for 
their support even when  found it somewhat dispiriting to have to 
as  for help with things that  used to do easily. There s also guilt 
associated with as ing a colleague to accompany me primarily to 
carry my bags when they have their own wor load. 

ccupational Health, unli e my colleagues, has not always 
been so agreeable. fter an appointment there on my return from 
maternity leave,  was on the brin  of pac ing in medical physics for 
good after being told that if  couldn t immediately get promoted to 
Head of Department (which would reduce the need to go out testing 
e uipment),  should loo  for an alternative career.  had only gone 
to as  if they could help with ma ing some adjustments and inform 
our ris  assessment. fter a tearful discussion with my manager, we 
agreed that  wouldn t do anything drastic until after my operations. 

ow, after two surgeries, including a total hip replacement, almost 
 months off wor  and two phased returns, m just about bac  

to doing everything at wor  again (and  can put my soc s on by 
myself. ragging again!).

Having to spend time away from wor , mostly recovering 
from surgery but also for appointments with consultants and 
physiotherapists, is the main impact my condition has had on 
my career. s well as feeling guilty for colleagues  increased 
wor loads, these absences have interfered with the continuity of 
wor  it s not always possible for someone else to carry on with my 
projects whilst m away. lso, there s a vulnerability in returning 
to wor  after a long absence – simultaneously wanting to ease bac  
into wor  gently whilst proving myself and ma ing up for lost time. 

lso, there s a feeling of being a burden on the department when 
not being able to perform all aspects of my job. Career progression 
is another aspect potentially affected by my condition. 

Having joined arts during a period when  could fulfil my 
job description and then developing mobility issues, my job has 
moulded to suit my abilities – even when  can t do everything,  
still feel useful.  couldn t guarantee the same level of support as  
have now in a different department.  also have a sense of feeling 
out of the loop  or out of practice in some aspects of my job, which 
doesn t lend itself to the self-promotion re uired to perform well 
in applications and interviews. ne thing  worry about now is 
how long it will be until  need to have more surgery, which is 
inevitable – optimistically, my new hip might last  years and my 
bone condition could deteriorate at any time. o, should  jump 
ship and find a new career   enjoy my job in radiation safety, and 

ve wor ed hard to get here.  hope that  still have something to 
contribute to medical physics. m not een on throwing it all away 
just yet.

 have been very well supported by both H  Trusts  have 
wor ed for, so  have never considered contacting PE  to as  for 
help or advice. The recent e uality and diversity uestionnaire 
prompted me to find out what PE  can offer disabled members. 
 was encouraged to find that we have a Trustee-level diversity 

lead and that there is a plan to lin  up with the TE  Disability 
dvisory Committee, which provides support for disabled wor ers 

and students. 

Suggestions for support
hat support would  li e to have from PE  or me, access 

to career advice would be useful. f  have considered changing 
career because of health issues, maybe others have too. nd m 
still not sure what options would be available should my condition 
deteriorate or whether  would have started a career in medical 
physics had  been disabled before securing a place on the training 
scheme. The proposed PE  mentorship programme may go some 
way to addressing some of these issues.  thin  some disabled 
role models would also be useful, and a sign to disabled people 
considering a career in medical physics that we are an inclusive 
and supportive profession. The networ  mentor programme e ists 
already, but there is currently no disability mentor. d love to hear 
views, ideas and e periences from other PE  members with 
disabilities or long-standing health conditions, perhaps wor ing 
together with our diversity lead to ma e some recommendations 
to PE  about how best to support us. lso, if you d li e to be a 
networ  mentor, please contact Eva in the PE  office. n
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